the
THE DOWN LOW:

girlfriends
game.

Girlfriends was born over a cozy night in with a special group of gals that
included wine, nostalgic 90's music and a trip down memory lane.
Have you ever seen the way someone's face lights up with they get to revisit
and tell a special memory or funny story from their past? Well, you're about to!
(and, we think it's so magical that it inspired us to create this game!)
You can play it in a non-competitive way and use it as a table-talker at a girls
night, bachelorette or weekend away. (We think the best reward is the belly
laughter anyway!) Or you can rev up the competition and use our free
downloadable score card to declare a winner.
There are two decks of cards in each game, 52 girlfriends mild cards (white
faced) and 52 girlfriends wild cards (hot pink faced). So, depending on who is
attending your ladies night - you can play with just the mild deck, or mix in
both to spice up the vibes!
However you play, be sure to share all the juicy, hilarious, embarrassing details
in your answers. The idea is to travel down memory lane and unleash your
inner storyteller!

WHAT'S INCLUDED?
- 1 deck girlfriends mild
(52 x white face cards)
Think first kiss, first love, first
heartbreak - true memory lane!
- 1 deck girlfriends wild
(52 x hot pink face cards)
Think walk of shame
stories, sexual experiences and
naughty rounds of never have I
ever - these aren't to be played
with your mother-in-law!
- You can go to
angelamcnally.com/girlfriends
to download the score sheets
for free anytime!

WAYS TO PLAY:
Table Talker:
This is our favourite way to play! In this version you really can
make your own rules.
Use just the mild cards for a trip down memory lane, and
both decks for a combination of memories and spicy
stories.
Go around in a circle picking one card at a time.
Read the card aloud and answer to the group.
The idea is this: the belly laughter is in the details! Be sure
to paint a picture and tell a story with your answer.
Don't have an answer? Can each player pass one card on to
another victim? Decide as a group before you start!
Did you pick a never have I have ever card? This is a group
answer card. If you 'have' done what the card is asking,
you raise your hand (or drink if it's a cocktail party). The
person who picked the card picks one person to tell their
story, or they can tell their own.
Friendly Competition:
It's really a game of who has the best stories!
Use our free score sheet download at
angelamcnally.com/girlfriends. You'll find all the details
there, too.

There are endless ways to play!
Keep checking angelamcnally.com/girlfriends for more variations or to share yours.

